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The Council of Chief State School Officers
OUR MEMBERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 49.3 MILLION PUBLIC SCHOOL STUDENTS AND 3.2 MILLION TEACHERS ACROSS THE NATION.
What We Do
Schooling in the United States was created at an earlier time in our history...

It was NOT designed to:

- graduate all students
- ensure equity and excellence for all
- educate to high levels
If our children are to succeed in a world that is increasingly **diverse, globalized, and technology-rich**, they require learning experiences and environments for learning that are radically different from those the current system was designed to deliver.
A New Promise

All Students College- and Career-Ready

States are Moving the Needle on Comprehensive Reforms
Our Commitment

Implementation of the Common Core State Standards.
Our Commitment

Supporting the design of comparable and sustainable assessments.
Our Commitment

Creation of student-focused accountability systems.
Our Commitment

Development of a highly effective education workforce.
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Implementation of high quality information systems that support teaching and learning.
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Council of Chief State School Officers
Coming Together For a Brighter Future

Students move from building to building, through districts, and across state lines. Shouldn't their data?

CCSSO’s Education Information Management Advisory Consortium: Supporting States in Transforming Education Systems and Policies

www.ccsso.org/EIMAC

Follow us on twitter @ccssso | Join the conversation #EIMAC